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Abstract— Speaker diarization is to determine “who spoke when?” 

in a spoken document that contains an unknown amount of speech 

spoken by unknown number of speakers and unknown amount of 

non-speech segments. A spoken document is a single channel 

recording that consists of multiple audio sources which may be 

different speakers, music segments, or noise. The audio stream is 

partitioned into homogeneous speech segments, according to the 

speaker identity. Diarization has three major application domains 

namely, broadcast news, lectures & meeting recordings and 

telephone conversations. These domains pose a challenge of 

identifying the number of speakers in the audio, as we have no 

prior knowledge about it. The current work focuses on finding the 

speech boundaries where speaker turn occurs (i.e., segmentation), 

followed by clustering the speech segments in such a way that each 

of the cluster may contain speech segments that corresponds to a 

particular speaker. Clustering is done using an unsupervised 

method called hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC). 

Diarization is performed in three different aspects and they’re 

based on (i) using distance metric & cepstral coefficients with and 

without energy coefficients, (ii) Pitch information and (iii) 

Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). Better results are obtained 

for the method based on BIC and further improvement is achieved 

in the same using window refinement technique, which balances 

the tradeoff between false alarm and miss alarm. 

 

Keywords— diarization, agglomerative clustering, BIC, 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Now-a-days, there is a continual increase of processing 

power, storage capacity, network bandwidth and decrease of 

cost which paved the way for usage of huge volumes of audio 

including broadcast news, voice mails, voice messages and 

other spoken documents. Spoken documents may contain 

speech of different speakers, and non-speech entities such as 

music segments, different types of noise, silence etc. This in 

turn increases the need for speech and language technologies 

for efficient and effective searching, indexing, and accessing 

of these information sources.  

Data from different domains like broadcast news, meeting 

recordings and telephone conversations differ in terms of 

quality of audio, the amount and types of non-speech sources, 

the number of speaker, speaker turns and the style of the 

speech. Each domain presents unique challenges pertaining to 

its nature. In Speaker diarization, no prior knowledge of the 

number of speakers is available and also the speaker 

characteristics are not known in advance and such type of 

information need to be determined automatically. There are 

two major steps in speaker diarization, which are, (i) 

segmentation – identification of speaker turns and (ii) 

clustering – combining homogeneous speaker segments [2]. A 

limitation in this method is that segmentation errors will be 

carried to the next stage (i.e.) clustering, which in turn affects 

the overall system performance. Therefore, effective 

segmentation is needed. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes the 

speech corpus used. Framework of the speaker diarization 

system is explained in Section III. In Section IV, the 

experimental setup is discussed in detail. Section V reviews 

the performance evaluation of the system. Conclusion and 

future work are discussed in section VI.  

II. SPEECH CORPUS 

Speaker diarization evaluation databases are application 

specific. In this work, conversational speech files of varying 

lengths, having speakers of different sex are taken from the 

internet for evaluation. Details of those conversational speech 

files are given in Table I.  

TABLE I. SPEECH CORPUS 

 

 

   

 
 

 

 

 

 

III.  FRAMEWORK OF THE PROPOSED DIARIZATION SYSTEM 

In this work, diarization is performed as given in fig.1. The 

first step involves feature extraction. Features like MFCC and 

LPCC are extracted from the spoken document and they are 

used for speaker turn detection and further pitch information is 

extracted using DYPSA algorithm and it is used for gender-

based classification. Speaker turns are detected using Bayesian 

Information Criterion (BIC), a statistical approach. Clustering 

is the final stage in which homogeneous speaker segments are 

Language English 

Sampling rate  16KHz 

No. of channels 1 (32-bit mono channel) 

Overlapping of speech of 

two different speakers 

No 

Presence of noise No 

No of speakers 2 

Speaker combinations • 1 Male speaker  &                      

1 Female speaker 

• 2 Male speakers       

• 2 Female speakers 

Speech domain Conversational speech 
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clustered based on the information derived from the previous 

steps. The process involved in each level is explained below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 Proposed speaker diarization system [7] 

A. Extraction of Feature Vectors 

Feature extraction process is basically discarding the 

irrelevant information from the speech signal and keeping 

only the useful content. To achieve higher accuracy, selecting 

appropriate features from a speech signal is the major concern. 

MFCC and LPCC are preferred for this work, as they are the 

widely used features in automatic speech and speaker 

recognition systems. MFCC comprise of 13 static features and 

26 dynamic features (which are Δ and Δ2 coefficients) (i.e.) 

36 features in total [7]. LPCC extraction involves a temporal 

approach. The basic idea behind LPCC extraction is that one 

speech sample at the current time can be predicted as a linear 

combination of past speech samples. 

B. Segmentation 

Segmentation includes locating speaker switching points in the 

speech signal and identifying the gender of the speakers. It can 

be done in multiple ways, and in this work, it is done in two 

ways such as, (i) by detecting the speaker turns and (ii) 

classification based on the gender of the speaker. 

1) Detection of Speaker turns 

The aim of this step is to find speaker change points in a 

given speech signal. The speech signals are windowed for a 

short duration of 25 – 30 ms and it searches for the speaker 

turns.  

2) Gender Classification 

The aim of this stage is to partition the segments into 

common groupings of sex (male or female). The potential 

drawback in having partitioning stage prior to clustering is, if 

a subset of a speaker segments is misclassified, it is carried 

forward to the next stage and hence the errors are 

unrecoverable. It is easy to discriminate the speakers if they 

are of different sex but it is not the same when they are of 

same sex. This scenario demands a classifier of good quality.  

C. Clustering 

 The goal of speaker clustering is to associate segments 

from an identical speaker together and it ideally produces one 

cluster for each speaker with all segments from a given 

speaker in a single cluster. It can be performed in two ways, 

model based clustering- HMM / GMM or hierarchical 

clustering [3]. The current work focuses on using hierarchical 

clustering. Hierarchical clustering is divided into two 

categories [3], (i) bottom-up or agglomerative approach and 

(ii) top-down or divisive approach. In top-down approach very 

few clusters (usually one) are initialized whereas in the 

bottom-up approach many clusters (almost all) are initialized. 

In both cases, the aim is to iteratively converge towards an 

optimum number of clusters. Hierarchical bottom up approach 

is used in this proposed work. The bottom-up approach also 

known as hierarchical agglomerative clustering (HAC) is as 

shown in the figures 2 and 3 

 The hierarchical agglomerative clustering approach 

consists of the following steps ([7]). The clustering analysis 

takes data points into individual clusters.  

1. Initialize leaf clusters of tree with speech segments 

obtained from previous segmentation process. 

2. Compute pair-wise distances between each frame. 

3. Merge closest frames. 

4. Update distances of remaining frames to new cluster. 

5. Iterate steps 1-4 until stopping criterion is met.  

This algorithm takes the advantage of the obvious fact that 

consecutive speech segments are more likely to come from the 

same speaker, but does not assume any prior knowledge about 

the speakers and their speech. The parameters (i.e. the 

measure of consecutive segments being from the same 

speakers and the number of total clusters) are data driven and 

the algorithm is fully automatic. Systems differ mainly in the 

selection of the distance function, how clusters are merged and 

the stopping criterion. Regardless of the clustering employed, 

the stopping criterion is critical for good performance. 

.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Generalized Agglomerative Scheme [9] 

where   -Initial clustering;  -Cluster; t-level of 

clustering;   -Clustering at level t-1;   -new cluster 

formed by union of    and     
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Fig. 3 Agglomerative Hierarchical Clustering [9]        

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

In this work diarization is performed in three ways. 

 Based on distance metric and number of cepstral 

coefficients-Method I 

 Based on Pitch period information-Method II 

 Based on BIC-Method III 

The prototype of agglomerative clustering consists of the 

steps as shown in the fig. 4. (i) feature extraction- MFCC/ 

LPCC / pitch period for each speech frame, (ii)  formation of 

pattern matrix, (iii) finding similarity/ dissimilarity matrix, (iv) 

applying agglomerative clustering scheme  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4 Prototype of Agglomerative Clustering [3] 

 Pattern matrix D(X): N x 1 matrix, transposed matrix 

vector of X.  

 Similarity(S)/ Dissimilarity(D)/ proximity matrix 

P(X): N x N matrix whose (i, j) element equals 

similarity (dissimilarity) between vectors and P is a 

symmetric matrix. If P is similarity matrix, then 

diagonal elements are equal to the maximum value of 

S. Else they are equal to the minimum value of D.  

A. Based on distance metric and number of cepstral 

coefficients 

The following two proximity measures are used for 

calculating distance between clusters. Based on these 

measures the similarity or dissimilarity between clusters is 

found, based on which clustering is performed. Combinations 

of number of cepstral coefficients and distance metrics used to 

cluster the speech segments are shown in Table II. 

Euclidean distance: Distance between two points, say 

p and q, is the length of the line segment connecting them 

( ). 

                    (1) 

Mahalanobis distance: Dissimilarity between two random 

vectors x and y of the same distribution with the covariance 

matrix S 

                           (2) 

where   - covariance matrix;    - mean 

,    - vectors    

Let and  be two vectors, then the covariance 

matrix S is,   

           (3) 

TABLE II: DISTANCE METRIC AND NUMBER OF CEPSTRAL COEFFICIENTS 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Based on pitch period –Method II 

In this method, pitch period is used to detect speaker turn 

points with the help of DYPSA (Dynamic Programming Phase 

Slope Algorithm) algorithm. The duration within which the 

glottis opens and closes once is considered to be one glottal 

cycle, which is equal to pitch period ([3], [6]). The time 

instant within the glottal cycle at which the glottis is fully 

open and just about to close is referred to as an instant of 

significant excitation or a glottal closure instant (GCI). 

Difference between two successive instants gives pitch period. 

GCIs in voiced speech are automatically estimated with the 

help of DYPSA algorithm which in turn gives the pitch 

information as shown in the fig.5. Pitch period for male, 

female and children are as follows, (i) Male: 6 ms to 12 ms; 

(ii) Female: 4 ms to 6 ms; (iii) Children: 3 ms to 4 ms  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Fig. 5 Pitch estimation using DYPSA 

 

MFCC coefficients 12 & 13(energy coefficient) 

Frame length 320 samples (20 ms) 

Frame hop  320 samples (20 ms) 

Proximity measure Euclidean  & Mahalanobis 

No of speakers 2 
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C. Based Based on BIC-Method III 

The most popular criterion for speaker segmentation is 

BIC. It is based on the idea that the input speech signal can be 

modeled as a gaussian process in the cepstral space and this 

technique is formulated under two hypotheses Ho and H1,    (i) 

H0 – data within the segment is best represented by a single 

model, which means that, there is no speaker change and (ii) 

H1 – data is modeled by two gaussians, which implies that 

there is a speaker change [1].  In each segment, the mid-point 

is assumed to be the speaker change point and the BIC values 

are calculated as mentioned in equations (4,5&6). BIC can 

also be applied as a termination criterion in hierarchical 

methods for clustering of speech segments. Pair of clusters 

with low BIC value will be merged until the low BIC value 

remains below the threshold 

Log likelihood, R(i) = - -     (4) 
where, N, ,  - number of data samples;  N=   

 ,  - sample covariance matric for the data samples 

The difference between the BIC values of these two 

models is given by,   ∆BIC(i) = R(i)-λP                                (5) 

Penalty factor is given by, P=  (d+  d(d+1))  N       (6) 

where,  d-dimension of the space;  λ-Penalty weight 
The size of analysis window is of greater importance. If 

the window size is too large, it gives lesser number of BIC 

values which may fail to detect some speaker turns in the case 

of window having more than one speaker turn (miss alarm). If 

the size is too short, it gives more number of values which 

results in false detections (false alarm). 

1) Window Refinement Technique 

Selection of window size decides the trade-off between 

false alarm and miss alarm rates.  The window size is fixed in 

such a way that both the alarms are at their minimal levels. 

Midpoint of the window gives the speaker change point. The 

change point is identified with better accuracy by 

increasing/decreasing size of the window thereby shifting the 

midpoint of it. The midpoint with maximum BIC value is 

selected out of all the BIC values obtained for that window. 

BIC values which are higher than the threshold are considered 

as change points. BIC values are obtained for both MFCC and 

LPCC features. The dissimilarity ∆BIC(i) is calculated as 

given by (7), which helps to locate the change points more 

accurately than the previous methods. 

∆BIC(i) = - -  λP               (7) 

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION 

The performance and error rates of the above said three 

methods are evaluated and are as follows. Diarization error 

rate is measured by [6], 

Diarization Error Rate (DER) is given by, 

 

          (8)   

where, dur(seg) - Speech segment duration ;            

- number of real speakers in the speech segment; 

- number of output speakers in the speech segment;  

- number of real speakers in the speech segment 

and the corresponding speaker is recognized in the segment  

A.  Evaluation of Method I 

The experimental procedures given in IV are implemented 

and the performance of clustering is compared for the two 

distance metrics. Manual verification is needed to evaluate the 

performance of clustering. Error occurs when a frame 

belonging to a particular speaker is clustered with the frames 

of other some speaker (i.e.) a cluster having more than one 

speaker. The error rate for this method is given by, 

            * 100      (9) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 6 Dendrogram plot obtained using method 

TABLE III: COMPARISON OF PROXIMITY MEASURES AND COEFFICIENTS 

COEFFICIENTS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

On observing the performance of the clustering algorithm 

using the Euclidean distance and Mahalanobis distance for 

different combination of cepstral coefficients, given by Table 

III, it is found that the clustering have high error rates in both 

case. This shows that the clustering cannot depend fully on the 

distance metric and number of cepstral coefficients. Some 

additional information is needed for efficient clustering. 

B. Evaluation of Method II 

The figure 7 shows the plot of speech signal marked with 

excitations giving glottal closure instants. The clusters formed 

are verified manually. The actual speaker turns and the 

speaker turns obtained by DYPSA in terms of samples are 

shown in the Table IV.  

It is found that the speaker turns are detected with minimal 

amount of error i.e. a difference of 1000 to 4000 samples.      

There is a possibility of miss of one or two phone units for 

each speaker turn in a conversation. Missed phone units for 

speaker A: “I”; missed phone units for speaker B: “oh, I, ah”. 

This gives a better result than the previous method but the 

 

Distance 

 Metric 

Number of  

coefficients 

Error Rate 

for Speaker 1 

Error Rate for 

Speaker 2 

Euclidean 12 4.6% 100% 

Euclidean 13 5.4% 27.9% 

Mahalanobis 12 42.8% 69.3% 

Mahalanobis 13 31% 75.4% 
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accuracy can be improved with the help of some more 

parameters. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 7 Plot of GCIs over the speech signal by Method II 

TABLE IV: COMPARISON OF SPEAKER TURN POINTS IDENTIFIED 

MANUALLY AND BY DYPSA 

 

 

 

 

C. Evaluation of Method III 

The estimation gives a high BIC value whenever there is 

an acoustic change as shown in fig. 8 and these acoustic 

changes can be speaker turns. Values which are greater than 

the threshold are considered as speaker turns. If the BIC 

values are from consecutive windows then the window having 

maximum value is considered for BIC calculation. By this 

way the false alarms can be neglected. LPCC features give 

better results when compared with MFCC features for BIC 

based diarization 

The error rate is calculated as given by the (9). Diarization 

is achieved with a DER of 12.27% using BIC based 

segmentation and clustering along with window refinement 

technique. The speaker turns are identified with better 

accuracy. The false alarms giving extra speaker turns than the 

original turns in the segmentation are grouped under the 

correct speaker in the following clustering step and in this way 

it reduces the error.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8   High BIC values indicating acoustic changes- Method III 

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this work, diarization is carried out for conversational 

speech files having no overlapping speech segments. Initially, 

features are extracted and speaker turn points are detected 

using BIC criterion, using which additional information such 

as number of speakers present in the spoken document & 

gender of the speakers are found. Then, clustering of 

homogeneous speech segments is carried out using HAC. 

Window refinement technique is used to further improve the 

segmentation process. A Minimal error rate of 12.27% is 

achieved using the proposed technique.   

 Segmentation is carried out based on the fact that the BIC 

values are sensitive to any type of acoustic change. Therefore, 

non-overlapping speech segments are considered and the BIC 

values that correspond to acoustic transition between two 

speaker segments and for transition from silence to speaker 

segment are captured and analysed. Based on the analysis, 

segmentation is carried out. However, speech files having 

overlapping speech segments are not very easy to diarize. 

Therefore, this work can further be extended to effectively 

diarize the overlapping speech segments. Moreover, the 

proposed system is designed to work in offline mode i.e., it 

works on recorded data; live speaker diarization (online 

diarization) can also be incorporated in this work in future.   
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